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We study the flow of an electrically conducting fluid past a truncated square cylinder
in a rectangular duct under the influence of an externally applied homogeneous
magnetic field oriented along the cylinder axis. Our aim is to bridge the gap
between the non-magnetic regime, where we previously found a complex set of
three-dimensional recirculations behind the cylinder (Dousset & Pothérat, J. Fluid
Mech., vol. 653, 2010, pp. 519–536) and the asymptotic regime of dominating Lorentz
force analysed by Hunt & Ludford (J. Fluid. Mech., vol. 33, 1968, pp. 693–714). The
latter regime is characterized by a remarkable structure known as Hunt’s wake in the
magnetohydrodynamics community, where the flow is deflected on either side of a
stagnant zone, right above the truncated cylinder as if the latter would span the full
height of the duct. In steady flows dominated by the Lorentz force, with negligible
inertia, we provide the first numerical flow visualization of Hunt’s wake. In regimes of
finite inertia, a thorough topological analysis of the steady flow regimes reveals how
the Lorentz force gradually reorganizes the flow structures in the hydrodynamic wake
of the cylinder as the Hartmann number Ha (which gives a non-dimensional measure
of the magnetic field) is increased. The nature of the vortex shedding follows from this
rearrangement of the steady structures by the magnetic field. As Ha is increased, we
observe that the vortex street changes from a strongly symmetric one to the alternate
procession of counter-rotating vortices typical of the non-truncated cylinder wakes.
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1. Introduction
There are two great motivations to study the flow of a liquid metal around a

three-dimensional obstacle in the presence of a magnetic field. The first stems from
its applications, as this generic, though largely unexplored, class of flow plays a
determining role in a number of situations. For example, in the self-cooled breeding
blankets of nuclear fusion reactors, heat transfer can be enhanced by placing obstacles
in the fluid path, in the hope that vortices generated in its wake will favour
mixing (Abdou, Tillack & Raffray 1990; Barleon et al. 2000). Conversely, these
same vortices in the wake of intrusive velocity and temperature probes are part of a
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complex set of electromechanical flow disturbances introduced by these probes. Their
precise calibration and the quality of measurements are conditioned to a thorough
understanding of the dynamics of these wakes, in both steady and unsteady regimes
(Mistrangelo & Bühler 2010). From a more academic point of view, two extreme
particular cases of this problem call for reconciliation. Without a magnetic field, all
flow disturbances are concentrated in the wake behind the obstacle, which is made up
of the complex assembly of three-dimensional structures (Dousset & Pothérat 2010).
On the contrary, in the limit of infinite Lorentz force, the asymptotic analysis of Hunt
& Ludford (1968) implies that no separated flow exists behind the obstacle, and that
the outer flow is diverted around a zone of stagnant fluid that prolongs the obstacle
along the magnetic field lines up to the boundary of the domain (see figure 3). Though
not studied after its theoretical discovery, this ‘ghost obstacle’, separated from the
outer flow by shear layers, has been referred to as Hunt’s wake in the oral tradition of
the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) community. Between these two extreme regimes,
the Lorentz force and inertial effects must oppose each other to produce a variety
of steady flow structures, which in turn should lead to different vortex shedding
mechanisms. These steady structures and the unsteady flow that follows their breakup
have never been explored and will constitute the focal point of this work.

Our working geometry will match that of our previous numerical simulations in the
absence of magnetic field (Dousset & Pothérat 2010): a square cylinder of width d and
finite length h sits at the bottom wall of a duct and extends over a fraction h/(2a)
of the duct height. The duct width 2b = d/βy is chosen large enough not to influence
the flow structures that develop around the cylinder and a uniform homogeneous
magnetic field B = Bez is applied over the whole domain along the cylinder axis (see
figure 1). In the absence of magnetic field, the steady regime involves three classes
of structures. At the front of the cylinder, a swirl develops around the cylinder base
to form a characteristic horseshoe pattern (Baker 1979). At the cylinder back tip, the
fluid wash-down from the cylinder top surface generates a transverse (direction y on
figure 1) vortex in the wake. Finally, two pairs of trailing streamwise vortices feed
two opposite jets parallel to the cylinder axis. The relative strength and arrangement
of these steady structures were shown to be determined by the cylinder aspect ratio
γ = h/d, the gap between the cylinder tip and the upper duct wall, and the duct
blockage ratio βy (Slaouti & Gerrard 1981; Sakamoto & Arie 1983; Wang et al. 2006;
Wang & Zhou 2009; Dousset & Pothérat 2010). Above a critical value of the Reynolds
number Re= Ud/ν (ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and U a typical velocity),
these structures break up and vortical structures are shed. For γ = 4, we found a
periodic procession of hairpin vortices (Dousset & Pothérat 2010), while experiments
by Sakamoto & Arie (1983) and Wang & Zhou (2009) singled out arch vortices at
γ < 4 and two parallel rows of staggered counter-rotating vortices for higher values
of γ .

In the configuration we chose and most of its applications, the magnetic field
induced by the flow motion can be neglected compared to the externally imposed
magnetic field. In the frame of this so-called quasi-static approximation (Roberts
1967), the main effect of the Lorentz force is to diffuse momentum along field lines
(Sommeria & Moreau 1982). This process dissipates the energy of structures whose
axis of rotation deviates most from the field direction, through the Joule effect (see e.g.
Moreau 1990). The ratio of the Lorentz force to inertia is controlled by the interaction
parameter N = σB2d/ρU (σ and ρ are the electric conductivity and density of the
fluid, respectively) and determines how elongated flow structures are along the field.
Similarly, the ratio of the Lorentz force to viscous forces is given by the square of the
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FIGURE 1. Configuration of the study.

Hartmann number Ha = aB
√
σ/ρν. In the absence of inertia, it fixes the thickness of

the Hartmann boundary layers that exist along walls orthogonal to B to aHa−1, and
of free and wall boundary layers in planes parallel to the magnetic field to aHa−1/2.
The dynamics of these elementary structures in moderately complex geometries such
as ducts and pipes have been thoroughly studied both experimentally and theoretically
over the past five decades (full accounts can be found in the books by Moreau
(1990) and Müller & Bühler (2001)) but only recently have numerical simulations
become precise enough to analyse flows beyond the non-inertial asymptotic regimes
in realistic geometries. Most recently, detailed numerical simulations by Mistrangelo
(2011) showed how the complex network of recirculating flows at a sudden expansion
could be suppressed in a high magnetic field, to the point where no separation from
the boundary was left. Although Hunt’s wake could not develop in this case, these
dynamics are directly relevant to those expected for the complex recirculations behind
the cylinder.

Hunt’s wake can be understood as an asymptotic flow regime in the limit N→∞,
where momentum diffusion along magnetic fields outweighs inertial effects. As such,
it has never been observed experimentally nor numerically. The early experiments
of Alpher et al. (1960) on the flow past a shallow, electrically conducting cylinder
were subjected to important inertia and revealed a Kármán vortex street. Most of the
subsequent work on MHD flows around obstacles has in fact been focused on two-
dimensional or infinite obstacles: it is, in particular, well understood that wakes behind
these are greatly influenced by the orientation of B with respect to both the streamwise
direction and the cylinder axis, since it determines the orientation of the structures that
are most damped (see e.g. Papailiou & Lykoudis 1974; Lahjomri, Capéran & Alémany
1993; Andreev & Kolesnikov 1997; Mutschke et al. 1997; Mück et al. 2000; Frank,
Barleon & Müller 2001; Dousset & Pothérat 2008; Grigouriadis, Sarris & Kassinos
2010). Furthermore, the dissipative nature of the Lorentz force tends to induce a shift
of the transition between flow regimes to higher Re values, provided Ha exceeds a
few units – see experiments by Andreev & Kolesnikov (1997) and Mück et al. (2000)
and numerical simulations by Frank et al. (2001) and Dousset & Pothérat (2008)). In
view of these results, a high magnetic field is expected to promote Kármán-like vortex
streets in the wake of a three-dimensional obstacle. Yet, the very shape of the obstacle
imposes a strong three-dimensionality, so a question-mark remains on the nature of
the structures that will emerge from this antagonism. There is a second question-mark
on the mechanisms by which the flow will evolve to this new structure, from the
non-MHD case with the hairpin vortices, when the magnetic field is progressively
increased. Answering these two questions implies a detailed understanding of the
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steady flow regimes that lead to vortex shedding when the flow intensity passes a
critical threshold, and this dictates how we shall proceed. The geometric configuration
and numerical set-up are described in § 2. In § 3, we simulate the flow in Hunt’s wake
regime and analyse the role of the Lorentz force. In § 4, we show how this force
shapes the structure of the flow in steady regimes when Ha and Re vary. In particular,
flow structures will be revealed through the analysis of critical points introduced by
Hunt et al. (1978). Finally, we show in § 5 how the different structures identified in § 4
break up and lead to different vortex shedding mechanisms at different Ha.

2. Configuration and numerical set-up
2.1. Configuration

We consider the flow of an electrically conducting, incompressible fluid (density ρ,
kinematic viscosity ν, electrical conductivity σ ) past a truncated square cylinder in a
rectilinear duct of rectangular cross-section. The configuration is sketched in figure 1.
A square cylinder (width d and height h) is mounted on the duct bottom wall at
equal distance from both duct sidewalls. The upstream cylinder face is normal to the
streamwise direction taken along the x-axis. The cylinder axis is parallel to the z-axis.
The origin of the frame of reference is located at the centre of the upper cylinder
face. The duct dimensions are 2a and 2b along the z- and y-axes, respectively, h= 4d,
2a = 8d and 2b = 10d, which yields a transverse (respectively, spanwise) blockage
ratio βy = d/2b = 0.1 (respectively, βz = h/2a = 1/2) and a cylinder aspect ratio
γ = h/d = 4. A steady homogeneous externally applied magnetic field B is imposed
along the cylinder axis. All duct walls and the cylinder surface are impermeable and
electrically insulating.

In our study, the magnetic Reynolds number Rm = µ0σUd (µ0 is the magnetic
permeability of vacuum) is much lower than unity, so that the induced magnetic field
is negligible with respect to the imposed one and the magnetic field diffuses almost
instantaneously over the fluid domain. As a consequence, the resulting magnetic field
reads B = Bez. Also, it implies that all that remains from the coupling between the
velocity and the magnetic field is the Lorentz force in the Navier–Stokes equations
(Roberts 1967). Therefore, the low-Rm approximation results in a simplified set of
equations respectively expressing the conservations of momentum, mass and electric
charge. Using the cylinder width d, the maximum inlet velocity U0, the intensity of the
applied magnetic field B, ρU2

0 and BU0d as characteristic length, velocity, magnetic
field, pressure and electric potential, respectively, the non-dimensional governing
equations read:

∂u
∂t
+ (u ·∇)u=−∇p+ 1

Re
∇2u+

(
d

a

)2Ha2

Re
(−∇φ + u× ez)× ez, (2.1)

∇ ·u= 0, (2.2)
∇2φ =∇ · (u× ez), (2.3)

where u, p and φ denote the velocity, pressure and electric potential, respectively. The
Reynolds number Re= U0d/ν and Hartmann number Ha= aB

√
σ/(ρν) are the control

parameters of the problem for our given geometry, and the interaction parameter is
defined as N = σB2d/(ρU0) = (d/a)2 Ha2/Re. Lastly, though no additional equation
is needed to close the problem, Ohm’s law is necessary to reconstruct the current
density j in the course of the numerical resolution and ensure that the electric charge
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is precisely conserved:

j =−∇φ + u× ez. (2.4)

2.2. Numerical set-up
We investigate the configuration sketched in figure 1 with three-dimensional, time-
dependent, direct numerical simulations using a numerical algorithm based on the
finite volume method and the OpenFOAM 1.4.1. framework (Weller et al. 1998) on a
collocated and structured mesh.

The numerical code uses a segregated solver to deal with (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3),
and the consistent and conservative algorithm elaborated by Ni et al. (2007). At
each iteration within any time step, the code goes through three main phases. Firstly,
the Lorentz force and the pressure term are derived using the values of the electric
potential and those of the pressure at the previous time step. The Navier–Stokes
equations are then solved to obtain the velocity and the pressure at the current time
step using the PISO algorithm described in Weller et al. (1998), which addresses the
coupling between the pressure and velocity. In the second step, the Poisson equation
for the electric potential (2.3) is solved to obtain the value of the electric potential at
the current time step. The third step is the reconstruction of the current density at the
cell centre using the fluxes of electric potential and velocity given at the cell faces.
Following Ni et al. (2007), this is achieved using

j =∇ · (jTr), (2.5)

so as to ensure an exact conservation of the electric charge. Once the current density
is computed at the cell centre, the Lorentz force at the cell centre follows straight
away and is then used in (2.1). This method ensures that the treatment of the Lorentz
force is both conservative and consistent. Finally, the coupling between the velocity
and the electric current is addressed by iterating these three steps up to three times to
simulate accurately the unsteady flow regime. All computations were performed with
an unsteady solver.

Our computational domain is 20d long upstream and 40d long downstream of the
cylinder axis, while it is 10d wide and 8d high along the y- and z-axes, respectively.
A no-slip and impermeability boundary condition (u = 0) is imposed at all walls
that define the duct and the cylinder surface, and a homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition is applied for the velocity at the outlet. Since it is located at x = 40,
the feedback of this boundary condition has no noticeable effect on the cylinder
wake (Sohankar, Norberg & Davidson 1998). Finally, we prescribe at the inlet the
analytical solution of the streamwise velocity obtained in the duct with no cylinder
present (Shercliff 1953). Since all duct walls and the cylinder surface are electrically
insulating, a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is imposed for the electric
potential at the duct walls and the cylinder surface:

∇φ ·n= 0, (2.6)

where n denotes the unit vector normal to the boundary. The electric boundary
conditions are chosen so that no electric current leaks out of the computational domain.
At the duct inlet, a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is applied, while a
non-homogeneous one is imposed at the duct outlet at x= 40:

∇φ ·n= (u× ez) ·n. (2.7)

This condition is only exact on average over the outlet boundary. Following Mück
et al. (2000), we shall however neglect the current density normal to the boundary and
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apply the condition locally, which is correct to a precision of order Ha−1 (Mück et al.
2000).

2.3. Validation of the code
The numerical code was successfully used to perform three-dimensional non-MHD
computations of the flow past a truncated cylinder in the present geometric
configuration in Dousset & Pothérat (2010). This non-MHD study proved that the code
was able to deal accurately with complex three-dimensional structures and mechanisms
such as those highlighted in the dynamics of hairpin vortices. We shall now make sure
that the treatment of the electromagnetic coupling is satisfactory and that the mesh
used in the present numerical simulations is capable of rendering the whole dynamics.

To this end, we firstly achieved three-dimensional direct numerical simulations of
the MHD flow in a square duct of width 2a under an externally applied magnetic field
at Ha = 50, 100 and 200, for which Shercliff (1953) found an analytical solution. In
this validation test, the length of the duct is taken as 10 times as large as its width,
and the flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient imposed in the whole fluid
domain. In all cases, for the duct cross-section, we used a mesh with 80 (respectively,
100) points in the direction across (respectively, along) the magnetic field, while 100
points were used in the streamwise direction. We also made sure that at least four
mesh points were present inside each Hartmann and Shercliff layer. The discrepancies
between the numerical and analytical solutions are of the order of 1 % for the velocity
and ∼0.5 % at Ha= 100 for the pressure drop (Dousset 2010). This simple case gives
an idea of the accuracy that our code can achieve for the treatment of the coupling
between the current density and the velocity field.

We shall now assess the quality of the mesh used in the present numerical
simulations of the MHD truncated cylinder wake. We shall see in § 4.2 that the case
at Re= 100 and Ha= 10 involves a complex arrangement of steady three-dimensional
structures, so we shall use it to validate the mesh. We designed a reference mesh
(MR) and two extra meshes (MH and MV) refined, respectively, in the plane normal to
the cylinder axis and along the cylinder axis. The characteristics of these meshes are
given in table 1. We computed the flow until it reached a fully established regime by
monitoring the drag and lift coefficients CD and CL defined as

CD = 2Fx

ρU2
0dh

, CL = 2Fy

ρU2
0dh

, (2.8)

where Fx and Fy are the x- and y-components of the total force exerted by the flow
on the cylinder. The values of CD obtained with meshes MR, MH and MV are,
respectively, 1.1670, 1.1692 and 1.1668, i.e. the maximum error is below 0.2 %. The
spanwise distribution of Cd(z), the two-dimensional drag coefficient in the plane (x, y)
at height z (such that CD =

∫ 0
−γ Cd(z) dz), also shows very little discrepancy, as seen in

figure 2(a). This level of precision is further confirmed when comparing the spanwise
distributions of the length Lw(z) of the steady recirculation shown in figure 2(b), where
Lw is measured in the centre plane y= 0 from the cylinder rear face to the downstream
end of the recirculation region. For both CD and Lw, the difference between the two
cases mostly results from the different spanwise distributions of the mesh points.

A final test was performed to assess the ability of the code to capture flow features
in the unsteady regime. As we shall see in § 5.2 (see also figure 10b), at Ha = 10
and Re = 400, the flow is unsteady, with a vortex street featuring chaotic aggregates
of structures. We computed the flow at Ha = 10 and Re = 400 using successively
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FIGURE 2. Comparative spanwise distributions of (a) drag coefficient CD and (b) length
Lw of the steady recirculation regions at Re = 100 and Ha = 10 obtained from simulations
achieved with the reference mesh MR and refined meshes MH and MV.

Meshes Reference mesh
MR

Refined mesh
MH

Refined mesh
MV

Number of nodes over the cylinder
along ex × ey × ez

25× 25× 33 41× 41× 33 25× 25× 65

δz 4.66× 10−3 4.66× 10−3 1.17× 10−3

Number of nodes along ex× ey× ez 215× 125× 65 361× 171× 65 215× 125× 129
Total number of cells 1.68× 106 3.87× 106 3.36× 106

TABLE 1. Specifications of the meshes used for the validation test of the MHD truncated
cylinder wake at Re = 100 and Ha = 10 (δz is the non-dimensional distance between the
upper cylinder face and the grid point nearest to it).

meshes MR, MH and MV with exactly the same numerical set-up. The values of the
time-averaged drag coefficient obtained with meshes MR, MH and MV are 1.0888,
1.0589 and 1.0819, respectively. Again, the simulation performed with mesh MR is
in excellent agreement with those achieved with the refined meshes. These tests thus
show that the quality of reference mesh MR is very satisfactory, and we shall perform
the series of simulations at Ha = 10 with it. For higher values of Ha, we have
slightly modified this reference mesh to keep at least four mesh points within the
Hartmann and Shercliff layers. We performed a series of simulations at increasing Re
for 1 6 Re 6 1000 at Ha = 10, 50, 100 and 200, each time using the result of the
simulation with the closest but lower value of Re as initial condition. The non-MHD
case (Ha= 0) is treated extensively in Dousset & Pothérat (2010).

3. Magnetohydrodynamic flow: Hunt’s wake
3.1. Creeping flow in the limit Ha→∞,N→∞

As we shall discover when analysing how the action of the Lorentz force transforms
the wake, electromagnetic effects act indirectly on it, by shifting the precarious
balance between the numerous structures it is made of. To reveal this subtle
mechanism, we shall first identify the changes that the Lorentz force imprints onto
the flow in the creeping regime, where the flow does not separate from the cylinder
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online available at journals.cambridge.org/flm) Schematic representation
of Hunt’s wake. Four shear layers, separate the stagnant zone from the outer stream: here, the
ones on the side of the cylinder (in blue) are represented while the other two, located at the
front and the back of the cylinder have been omitted for clarity.

surface. This regime corresponds to the limit (Ha→∞, N→∞) of the flows around
three-dimensional obstacles in a duct analysed by Hunt & Ludford (1968). In the
upstream region, the flow does not sense the presence of the cylinder and remains
quasi-two-dimensional: the electric current density is uniform along ey, of the order of
σBU/Ha except in the Shercliff boundary layers (of thickness aHa−1/2, located near
the sidewalls), where it turns along ez, as it cannot enter the electrically insulating
sidewalls (see e.g. Müller & Bühler 2001). From there, it connects to the Hartmann
layers (of thickness δHa = a/Ha, located along the top and bottom walls) through loops
that are entirely contained in (ey, ez), as shown in figure 4(a). Since the current density
is very small in the bulk, the Lorentz force acts indirectly by shaping the Hartmann
layers, which, in turn, exert a linear friction on the flow, of characteristic time
tH = a2/(2νHa) (Sommeria & Moreau 1982). Furthermore, when Ha� 1, Hartmann
layers are very thin compared to the cylinder height, so the streamwise velocity that
hits the cylinder upstream face is nearly constant along ez and ey. This point is crucial,
as the structure of non-MHD wakes strongly depends on the thickness of the bottom
wall boundary layer (Wang et al. 2006). In the MHD flow, this effect is controlled by
the parameter δHa/a= Ha−1.

To see how the Lorentz force determines the structure of the three-dimensional flow
around the obstacle, let us consider a transverse line (direction ey) that is tangent
to the cylinder top face. The streamwise velocity profile along this line is made
of two strong streams on either side of the cylinder (see figure 3), a zero-velocity
region near the cylinder top face imposed by the no-slip condition there, and two
shear layers to match these three regions. The net effect of the Lorentz force is to
diffuse the momentum associated with this velocity profile into flow regions above
the cylinder (z > 0). In the limit (Ha→∞, N →∞), this imposes that the fluid
must be still in the region located right above the cylinder. In other words, the flow
must be entirely deflected around this region, as if the cylinder extended across the
whole duct. This also implies that shear layers of thickness a/Ha−1/2 must be present
all around this region, which separate it from the outer flow. This remarkable flow
structure constitutes Hunt’s wake and can be recovered by direct application of Hunt

http://journals.cambridge.org/flm
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FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Electric current streamlines at Ha= 200 in the duct cross-section
at (a,b) Re = 1 at (a) x = −5 and (b) x = −1; and at (c,d) Re = 50 and x = −1 showing
(c) three-dimensional and (d) top views. The bold black frame in (c) marks the plane x = −1.
Blue (online) streamlines in (b) depict streamlines that loop inside the Hartmann layer present
at the cylinder upper face.

& Ludford’s (1968) asymptotic analysis in the limit (Ha→∞, N→∞). The structure
of Hunt’s wake is schematically represented in figure 3, along with the side shear
layers that define its contour. It also appears in figure 5(a), which represents the
computed flow for Ha = 200 and Re = 1 (N = 2500). On this figure, the surrounding
shear layers are revealed by iso-surfaces of a low value of the streamwise velocity.

3.2. Effect of inertia

When Re is increased, the structure of Hunt’s wake is progressively altered by inertia.
The first noticeable effect is a slight downstream displacement of the side free shear
layers that limit the still region (it is more visible at the top of the iso-ux surfaces
on figure 5d). For higher values of Re, instead of being brutally diverted just above
the upstream face of the cylinder, the flow starts penetrating the previously still region.
The weak incoming stream creates a Hartmann boundary layer on the top face and
induces additional electric current loops that close in it, already visible at Re= 1 (blue
lines in figure 4b). In turn, the current in these loops, together with that deflected by
the cylinder, damp the incoming stream. The latter becomes weaker and weaker as it
penetrates further into the region above the cylinder, up to the point where most of it
is diverted to the side of the cylinder (see figure 5e). The transverse electric current
that is diverted by the cylinder is also advected slightly downstream so electric current
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FIGURE 5. (Colour online) Streamwise velocity iso-surface ux = 0.2 (top) and kinematic
streamlines in the plane z= 0.1 (bottom) at Ha= 200 for Re= 1 (a), 10 (b), 20 (c) and 50 (d)
corresponding to N = 2500, 250, 125 and 50, respectively.

loops are not contained in (ey, ez) planes any more (this can be seen for Re = 50 and
Ha= 200 in figure 4d).

As Re and inertia are further increased, flow diversion takes place further
downstream, until it reaches the trailing edge of the cylinder. When this happens,
Hunt’s wake has essentially become a recirculating region located immediately behind
the cylinder, which extends noticeably into the (z > 0) region. This displaced Hunt’s
wake results from the competition between inertia and the strong electromagnetic
damping above the cylinder, which leaves a slow stream behind the cylinder tip. This
‘creeping’ stream follows the obstacle surface at the rear of the cylinder and therefore
washes down along the rear of the cylinder face. By contrast, in the non-MHD case,
the stream above the cylinder tip is as fast as the incoming flow and separates from
the obstacle at the rear top face edge, thus giving the near-wake a very different
structure (Dousset & Pothérat 2010).

3.3. Suction coefficient Cs

The appearance and downstream motion of Hunt’s wake with increasing Re generates
a Venturi effect characterized by a spanwise suction force Fs defined as the sum of the
pressure forces on the fluid volume located between the cylinder top face and on its
projection along ez onto the upper Hartmann wall at |x|6 1/2, |y|6 1/2 and z= 4. We
thus introduce a suction coefficient Cs defined as

Cs = 2Fs

ρU2
0d2

. (3.1)

The variations of −Cs with Reynolds number at the scale of the Hartmann layer
Re/Ha for Ha = 50, 100 and 200 are displayed in figure 6. For all Ha, −Cs increases
continuously with Re/Ha through three distinguishable regions, I, II and III. In region
I, for Re/Ha 6 0.1, −Cs displays low values and increases slowly. The flow is indeed
deflected around Hunt’s wake, which stretches from the cylinder tip up to the upper
Hartmann wall (see figure 5a,b). Inside Hunt’s wake, the fluid is almost at rest and the
pressure difference between the cylinder upper face and the opposite upper Hartmann
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FIGURE 6. Variations of the suction coefficient Cs with Re/Ha for Ha = 50, 100 and 200.
Region I roughly delimits regimes where the stagnant zone is present right above the cylinder
tip, region II those where it is gradually pushed downstream off the cylinder tip and region III
those where it is no longer present.

wall is roughly equal to the hydrostatic pressure difference between the two surfaces.
In region II, the slope of the increase in −Cs becomes steeper. Since Hunt’s wake
is pushed downstream (figure 5c,d), the flow enters the region between the cylinder
upper face and the opposite upper Hartmann wall, so that the suction force increases.
Finally, when Hunt’s wake is completely swept off the cylinder tip in region III, the
pressure difference included in Fs results only from the variations of the free stream
velocity as Re is increased, hence the slower increase in −Cs.

4. Hydrodynamic wake structures in the steady regime
We shall now describe the steady flow patterns in the classical hydrodynamic wake

as Ha is increased (in the remainder of the paper, this terminology applies to the
wake located behind the cylinder, as opposed to Hunt’s wake situated mostly above it).
Firstly, we recall the main characteristics of the steady flow regime in the non-MHD
case, which we previously analysed in detail in Dousset & Pothérat (2010). We then
review the effects of increasing Ha up to 200 on the steady flow patterns. The
arrangement of the complex flow patterns is best revealed by examining the topology
of the stress lines that they induce in no-slip planes, and the nature of associated
critical points where the stress vanishes (Jeong & Hussain 1995). Since the flow is
symmetric about the centre plane y = 0, we shall examine the properties of limit
streamlines there in the same way. For the topological analysis, we shall use the
classification of critical points first introduced in this context by Hunt et al. (1978).

4.1. Hydrodynamic wake patterns in the absence of a magnetic field Ha= 0

The flow dynamics in the absence of a magnetic field are greatly influenced by
the strong spanwise blockage ratio βz = 1/2 and all the structures are generated by
streamlines passing underneath the lateral free shear layers that develop downstream
of the vertical side faces of the cylinder. Firstly, the interaction of the boundary
layers located at the bottom duct wall and at the cylinder front face leads to the
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formation of a horseshoe system that wraps around the cylinder into the hydrodynamic
wake along the bottom wall (pink streamlines in figure 7a,b). Secondly, the strong
confinement promotes the formation of a pair of trailing counter-rotating streamwise
vortices called base vortices, depicted by the green streamlines shown in figure 7(a,b).
These streamlines converge to a pair of foci, denoted FB1 and FB2 in figure 7(b),
located symmetrically about the centre plane (y = 0) on the bottom duct wall behind
the cylinder. They then spiral upwards and tilt along the streamwise direction to form
the pair of base vortices. Figure 7(a) shows the saddle point SD where the green and
pink streamlines separate downstream of the cylinder at the bottom wall in the centre
plane y= 0. A third major structure of the hydrodynamic wake is the transverse vortex
made of the red streamlines in figure 7(a). These streamlines pass on either side of
the cylinder base, meet in the centre plane (y = 0) at the rear of the cylinder tip near
focus pair FHV , where they curl from the centre outwards of the transverse vortex, and
finally head downstream. The base vortices and the transverse vortex feed opposing
spanwise jets in the centre plane (y = 0), which result in the presence of the saddle
point SC where they meet, as indicated in figure 7(a). The more subtle changes in the
relative balance of these structures when Re increases are analysed in detail in Dousset
& Pothérat (2010).

4.2. Effect of increasing Ha on the hydrodynamic wake patterns
We shall now examine how the application of a magnetic field modifies each of these
non-MHD structures and free shear layers.

The steady flow patterns separated by the kinematic streamlines are shown at
Re = 100 and Ha = 10 in figure 7(c,d), at Re = 200 and Ha = 50 in figure 7(e,f ) and
at Re = 400 and Ha = 100 in figure 7(g,h). As in the non-MHD case, the formation
mechanism of the horseshoe system (pink lines) follows from the instabilities arising
at the junction between the boundary layers at the cylinder front face and the duct
bottom wall. As mentioned in § 3.1, the latter becomes a Hartmann layer when the
magnetic field is applied. This type of layer is all the more stable and all the less
sensitive to outer inertial disturbances as the magnetic field, measured by Ha and N,
is high (Pothérat, Sommeria & Moreau 2000; Moresco & Alboussière 2004). In our
simulations, this translates into the appearance of the horseshoe system being shifted
to much higher values of Re as Ha is increased. At Ha = 10, we could detect it in
both the steady and unsteady flow regimes for Re > 100. It was only visible in the
unsteady flow regime for Re = 600 at Ha = 50, and did not appear in any of our
simulations at Ha= 100 and 200.

Increasing Ha also alters the transverse vortex depicted by red streamlines
in figure 7(c,e,g). At Ha= 10 and Re= 100, the head vortex present in the non-MHD
flow is replaced by a transverse vortex that is no longer generated from streamlines
passing underneath the lateral free shear layers as in the non-MHD case, but by flow
separation at the downstream edge of the cylinder tip in the centre plane (y = 0). As
underlined in § 3.1, this structure results from the balance between inertia and the
strong electromagnetic damping that takes place above the cylinder. The latter not only
weakens the streamwise flow there, which shortens the hydrodynamic wake, but it also
diverts the incoming stream downwards, to the region (z < d) just behind the cylinder.
This enhances the fluid wash-down from the cylinder tip behind the cylinder and leads
to the generation of the transverse vortex by streamlines passing above the cylinder tip.

The absence of structures passing under the free shear layers can be attributed to
the thinning of the bottom wall boundary layer: since the velocity drop induced by
bottom wall friction is confined to the immediate vicinity of the bottom wall, the
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FIGURE 7. (Colour online) Steady flow patterns separated by kinematic streamlines at
(a,b) Re = 100 and Ha = 0, (c,d) Re = 100 and Ha = 10 (N = 0.06), (e,f ) Re = 200 and
Ha = 50 (N = 0.78) and (g,h) Re = 400 and Ha = 100 (N = 1.56). Horseshoe/bottom wall
pattern (pink (online) stress lines), rear vortex (red online), base vortices (green online),
streamlines joining the stagnation points at the front cylinder face (cyan online) and outer
flow streamlines (black online) are shown.

velocity is almost constant along the spanwise trailing edges of the cylinder. The free
shear layers that originate there extend almost along the whole cylinder and leave little
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room for lateral streamlines to enter the hydrodynamic wake underneath them. This
has two direct consequences. Firstly, the non-MHD head vortex cannot form, as it
is severed from its feeding streamlines. Secondly, the base vortices that are also fed
by these (green) streamlines, although still present, are weaker than in the non-MHD
case at the same Re. Experiments by Wang et al. (2006) performed in the absence of
a magnetic field indeed showed that diminishing the thickness of the duct boundary
layer upstream of the cylinder base weakened the base vortices.

Direct action of the Lorentz force on the hydrodynamic wake patterns contributes
to reinforcing this mechanism too, as magnetic diffusion of momentum along the
magnetic field lines directly stretches the lateral free shear layers parallel to the
magnetic field. By contrast with the non-MHD case, in which the lateral free shear
layers exhibit a triangular shape along the spanwise direction (Dousset & Pothérat
2010), their profile remains almost flat along this direction, all the way down the
hydrodynamic wake in the MHD case. The Lorentz force also makes these shear
layers significantly thinner and shortens them along the streamwise direction when
Ha increases. Indeed, their thickness (of the order of a/

√
Ha) results from a balance

between lateral viscous friction and the Lorentz force. Finally, the Lorentz force
strongly damps vorticity oriented along any direction perpendicular to its direction and
therefore directly damps the already weakened base vortices. The weakening of the
base vortices and the strengthening of the transverse vortex induces a weaker upwash
jet and a stronger downwash one, respectively. As Ha is increased, the transverse
vortex thus pushes down the base vortices, which are no longer detected for Ha > 50
(see figure 7e,g). This is well illustrated by the downward shift of the saddle point
SC when Ha is increased from 0 to 100, visible in figure 7(a,c,e). As a consequence,
the pair of foci FB1 and FB2, from which the base vortices are generated, is no longer
detected at the bottom duct wall for Ha > 50, as shown in figure 7(f,h).

4.3. Specific MHD steady patterns at Ha= 200
At Ha = 100, the most characteristic structures of the non-MHD steady hydrodynamic
wake have been eradicated: the horseshoe system and the base vortices are not
present any more, while the non-MHD head vortex generated by streamlines passing
underneath the lateral free shear layers has been replaced by a transverse vortex
formed by flow separation at the downstream edge of the upper cylinder face. The
steady patterns at Ha = 200 for Re > 400 reveal the presence of an additional pair of
vortices, marked by blue streamlines in figure 8(a,c) for Re = 400. These streamlines
pass above the cylinder tip before being deflected down and spiralling about the
spanwise axis. Lines close to the centre of each vortex reach the bottom plane where
the two vortices end. There, they spin around foci FZL and FZR, until they rejoin the
bottom centreline (y = 0, z = −γ ) further downstream. The corresponding stress lines
induced by both vortices in the bottom plane separate at saddle point SN1 located at
the bottom of the rear cylinder face. A saddle point denoted as SN2 in figure 8(c)
is detected in the bottom plane downstream of the pair of foci FZL and FZR. Indeed,
outer streamlines in the spanwise vortices do not reach foci FZL or FZR. Instead, they
approach the centre plane near SN2. They induce two substreams of limit streamlines
originating from SN2, which separate along a critical line linking SN2 to saddle SM

in the centre plane, which marks the location where they impact the head vortex.
Importantly, although a saddle point for stress lines in the bottom plane, SN2 is
a half-node for limit streamlines contained in the centre plane. The first substream
separates from line SN2–SM and heads downstream. The second substream separates
from SN2–SM in the upstream direction, and gets deflected towards the base of the
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FIGURE 8. (Colour online) Steady structures as singled out by kinematic streamlines at
Ha = 200 for (a,b,c) Re = 400 (N = 6.25) and (d,e,f ) Re = 600 (N = 4.17). Saddles are
indicated by + and foci by ×. (a,d) Computed three-dimensional streamlines originating in
the neighbourhood of the centre plane at the inlet. (b,e) Sketch of the limit streamlines in
the centre plane. (c,f ) Stress lines in the bottom plane z = −γ (respectively, computed and
sketched).

obstacle by the presence of the transverse vortex. It impacts the rear cylinder face at
SN1, which is therefore both a saddle in the bottom plane and a half-node in the centre
plane, like SN2. A schematic representation of these three streams and the topological
elements that separate them is given in figure 8(b). When further increasing Re, the
spanwise vortices are pressed against each other, as the pressure difference between
the inner hydrodynamic wake and the outer stream increases. This results in foci FZL

and FZR moving towards each other. This process intensifies the upstream jet along the
bottom centreline, which in turn displaces saddle node SN2 upstream. The critical line
FZL–SF2–FZR rapidly shrinks, bringing the three points into the close vicinity of each
other. For a value of Re between 500 and 600, they merge at SN2, which remains a
half-node in the centre plane, but becomes a node in the bottom plane. Since none of
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our simulations captured the flow in the precise limit state where the merging occurs,
it is not clear whether this merged state is stable or only constitutes a transient state
towards the steady structures we observed at Re= 600.

At Re = 600, indeed, the two spanwise vortices are connected to a single focus
point FS located in the centre plane; they form an inverted hairpin structure whose
streamlines feed a centre plane vortex V2 rotating in the direction opposite to the
transverse vortex (in red in figure 8d). In the centre plane, two sets of limit
streamlines emanate from FS and separate at SN2, which has therefore become a
saddle point in the centre plane. The first stream squeezes under the transverse vortex
to connect to the back of the cylinder at half-node SN1. The second stream heads
downstream straight out of FS and fills the downstream space between V2 and the
outer stream (black lines in figure 8d). These two streams are separated by two critical
lines that link SN2 and FS, on the one hand, and FS and SM, on the other. In the
bottom plane, SN2 has become a node from which two further substreams emanate:
the first one turns downstream to rejoin the bottom centreline, while the second heads
upstream, around the cylinder, and forms two spanwise vortices along each of its side
faces. All topological features and critical points in the bottom plane and the centre
plane discussed above are summarized in figure 8(e–f ).

5. Vortex shedding mechanisms in the unsteady flow regime
In the previous section, we have described how the increase of the magnetic field

modifies the nature and positions of the patterns in the steady regime. We shall
now see how these modifications imply different mechanisms of vortex shedding at
different Hartmann numbers. As for the analysis of the steady patterns, we will first
briefly review the early stages of the unsteady regime in the case where no magnetic
field is imposed for Ha = 0 (Dousset & Pothérat 2010). At each Ha, we provide
snapshots of the unsteady vortex street based on the iso-surfaces of the components of
the vorticity field ω and λ2, which is the second largest eigenvalue of symmetric tensor
(S2 +Ω 2), where S and Ω are respectively the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of
the velocity gradient tensor ∇u (Jeong & Hussain 1995). Animations displaying the
dynamics of the vortex street at Ha = 50, 100 and 200 are provided as supplementary
movies available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478.

5.1. Non-MHD case: Ha= 0
When no magnetic field is imposed, just after the onset of vortex shedding at
Re= 200, one observes a procession of regular hairpin vortices symmetric with respect
to the centre plane (y = 0). The bow of the hairpin vortices is a smooth assembling
of vortical structures from the upper and lateral free layers, while their legs form after
the separation of the base vortices. This mechanism gradually deteriorates as Re is
increased. For Re > 250, an asymmetric mode first appears in the wake and the hairpin
bow turns into a chaotic aggregate of vortical structures, as vertical oscillations settle
in at the root of the base vortices and induce a slanted release of the hairpin vortices.

5.2. MHD cases: increasing Ha

For Ha = 10, the last occurrence of the steady regime was found at Re = 100 and
the first occurrence of the unsteady regime at Re = 200 (N ' 0.032). Figure 9(b,c)
show two snapshots of the iso-surfaces of λ2 = −0.5. Unlike in the non-MHD case,
where a symmetric row of hairpin vortices is released (see figure 9a), one observes an
asymmetric vortex street fed by two parallel rows of counter-rotating vortices shedding

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478
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FIGURE 9. Iso-surfaces of λ2 = −0.5 at Re = 200 for (a) Ha = 0 at t = 1349 (Dousset &
Pothérat 2010) and (b,c) Ha= 10 at t = 388. BR and BL are the respective right and left base
vortices, SR and SL are the respective right and left spanwise vortices originating from the
lateral free shear layers, TR is a right tip streamwise vortex and TV is a transverse vortex
originating from the top free shear layer.

from each lateral free shear layer. Each of these vortices is actually the assembling of
a spanwise core stretching from the lateral free shear layers, connected at each end to
opposite streamwise vortices: the bottom one detaches from the pair of base vortices
detected in the steady regime, while the top one appears and develops as part of the
shedding mechanism. Under the action of the Lorentz force, base vortices are damped
and maintained closer to the bottom Hartmann wall than for Ha = 0, while the slight
alteration of the spanwise inlet velocity gradient promotes the detachment of longer
spanwise vortices from the lateral free shear layers.

Figure 10(b) shows a snapshot of the vorticity field at Re = 400 and Ha = 10.
The vortex street exhibits vortical structures from the upper and lateral free shear
layers and trailing vortices that are entangled into a chaotic aggregate similar to those
detected in the non-MHD case for Re > 300, shown for Re = 400 in figure 10(a).
Indeed, the increase in Re, and therefore the decrease in N, favours the breakdown
of structures by inertia, and the Lorentz force does not have enough influence on the
wake structure to prevent the development of the instabilities that make the vortex
street chaotic. This is reflected by the value of the Strouhal number St defined as

St = fsd/U0, (5.1)

where fs is the shedding frequency. At Re = 200, the vortex street is well organized
and regular, with St = 0.1228. As the vortex street turns chaotic and irregular
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FIGURE 10. (Colour online) Snapshot of the vorticity field at Re = 400: (a) Ha = 0 at
t = 936 (Dousset & Pothérat 2010) with ωx = ±2, ωy = 2 and ωz = ±2; (b) Ha = 10 at
t = 690 with ωx = ±1, ωy = 2 and ωz = ±2; ωi denotes the i-component of the vorticity
(ωx > 0 in yellow (online), ωx < 0 in cyan, ωy in green (online), ωz > 0 in red (online) and
ωz < 0 in blue (online)).

for Re= 400, St collapses to 0.0253. A similar drop in St was found in the non-MHD
case when the shedding of hairpin vortices became chaotic too (Dousset & Pothérat
2010).

For Ha = 50, the flow is still steady at Re = 400, but unsteady at Re = 600
(N ' 0.26). A set of nearly spanwise rib-shaped vortices is generated at each cylinder
lateral face and released at the downstream edge (see figure 11c and supplementary
movie 1). These vortices are formed as the lateral free shear layers roll up as in the
classical two-dimensional Kármán vortex street. These two sets of vortices fuel two
almost parallel rows of counter-rotating vortices distant by one cylinder width from
each other. The vortices separate along a slanted spanwise axis, as their upper end
is carried away downstream sooner than their bottom end (see figure 11c). In their
downstream motion, they tear away the tail of the upper free shear layer and then
dissipate from their upper end downwards as shown in figure 11(c). The vortex street
at Ha = 50 is thus similar to that observed after the onset of vortex shedding at
Ha= 10 for Re= 200, with three differences. Firstly, at Ha= 50, the stronger Lorentz
force already eliminates streamwise vortices in the steady regimes, so these cannot
take part in the shedding mechanism. Secondly, the enhanced diffusion of momentum
along the magnetic field results in more elongated shed vortices. Thirdly, at Ha = 50
and Re = 600, although they interact very little with each other, the two rows of
vortices have slightly different shedding frequencies. A possible reason could be the
interaction between the shedding vortices in formation and the secondary spanwise
recirculation present at the cylinder lateral faces. This slight frequency shift between
them varies continuously in favour of either side. It translates into long periods of
almost symmetric vortex street interspersed with short lapses of an asymmetric vortex
street. This effect is well illustrated in the frequency spectra of the time history
of the total drag and lift coefficients (figure 11a,b), defined by (2.8). The shedding
frequencies (fs−1f /2) and (fs+1f /2) can be identified from the two maximum peaks
in the fast Fourier transform of CD(t), which are very close to each other. Indeed, the
difference in frequency 1f between them reflects the periodic switching between the
rows of vortices originating from either side of the cylinder. This switching is also
visible in the frequency spectrum of CD in figure 11(a). Further low-frequency peaks
in the spectrum of CD confirm that the wake is not simply periodic. The long periods
during which the vortex street is nearly symmetric result in a high-frequency peak at fs
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FIGURE 11. Results for Ha= 50 and Re= 600 (N = 0.26): time history (left) and frequency
spectrum (right) of (a) total drag coefficient CD and (b) lift coefficient CL, where f is the
frequency, E is the energy, fs is the vortex shedding frequency and Emax is the maximum
energy. (c) Iso-surfaces of λ2 =−20 at t = 1461.

in the spectrum of CL(t) and subsequently in a value of St = 0.3432, which is about
twice as high as for Ha= 10 and Re= 200, when the vortex street is asymmetric.

For Ha = 100, the last occurrence of the steady regime is observed at Re = 600
and the first occurrence of the unsteady flow is detected at Re = 800 (N ' 0.78). One
observes a wavy procession of counter-rotating vortices. The formation mechanism
of the vortices is similar to that observed in the case Ha = 50. The higher
electromagnetic dissipation, however, induces a higher pressure difference between
the outer stream and the region near the rear face, as in quasi-two-dimensional MHD
wakes (Dousset & Pothérat 2008). Vortices generated as the side layers roll up are
more intensively sucked in this region before they are released, so the vortex streets
on either side interact more strongly with each other than in the case Ha = 50. The
first consequence is that, unlike in this latter case, the counter-rotating vortices are
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always alternately released in the wake. Indeed, as vortices from both sides enter
the flow region at the rear of the cylinder during their formation, they alternately
push each other sideways and lock the vortex street into an asymmetric configuration.
Accordingly, the spectrum of CL exhibits a single energy peak that corresponds to
the same shedding frequency fs for both sides of the vortex street. The dominantly
asymmetric nature of the wake is further confirmed as oscillations in CD are of lower
amplitude than those of CL and exhibit a small peak at 2fs. Furthermore, strong
inertia induced by the close proximity of the vortices in this region leads to the
breakup of the vortices into a cluster of smaller ones as they are released in the wake
(see figure 12c).

In spite of the synchronicity between the vortex rows of both sides of the cylinder, a
strong low-frequency peak at fc is visible in the spectrum of CD shown in figure 12(a).
Unlike for Ha = 50, this peak corresponds to a transverse oscillation of the whole
vortex street. It results from a slight difference in frequency between the vortex
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shedding and the lateral oscillation of vortex pairs in formation at the rear of the
cylinder. As a consequence, vortices are released along a trajectory that continuously
varies between a slightly outwards oblique line and one parallel to the streamwise
direction, as seen in supplementary movie 2. Since the lateral oscillations of the
vortex pairs of frequency fc take place in the rear cylinder region, they have little
influence on the lift coefficient, and so the spectrum of CL does not exhibit any peak
involving a combination with fc (see figure 12b). Finally, since by contrast with the
mostly symmetric vortex street at Ha = 50 and Re = 600, the vortex street is mostly
asymmetric, the Strouhal number St = 0.1377 is about half as large.

For Ha = 200, the last occurrence of the steady regime is captured at Re = 800,
while an unsteady flow regime is detected at Re = 1000 (N = 2.5). As for Ha = 50
and Ha = 100, vortices are generated at the lateral cylinder faces from the rolling up
of the free shear layers, and released at the rear of the cylinder. The mechanism is
essentially similar to that at Ha = 100 but with several noticeable differences. Firstly,
the angle between the magnetic field and the axis of the shed vortices is smaller: this
reflects the anisotropic properties of Joule dissipation, which damps more efficiently
vortices that are less aligned with the magnetic field (see e.g. Moffat 1967; Alémany
et al. 1979; Sommeria & Moreau 1982). Secondly, shed vortices are more stable: not
only do they exhibit fewer dislocations once released, but fewer irregular vorticity
patches are torn away during the shedding process itself too. Thirdly, the difference
between the lateral oscillation frequency and the frequency of vortex shedding is about
six times lower than at Ha = 100. Consequently, the two regimes between which the
vortex street very slowly oscillates are materialized by better established states than
at Ha = 100. The first configuration, shown in figure 13(c), features a wavy vortex
street fuelled by pairs of counter-rotating vortices alternately released on either side of
the centre plane (y = 0). In the second shedding configuration, shown in figure 13(d),
one observes a single row of counter-rotating vortices aligned within the centre plane
(y = 0) and secondary counter-rotating vortices also alternately released along two
parallel rows on either side of the centre plane. As previously, this oscillation between
the two shedding modes (see supplementary movie 3) is reflected in the time history
and frequency spectrum of the drag coefficient CD shown in figure 13(a). In spite of
this switching between the two shedding configurations, the vortex street is strongly
asymmetric and better organized than for Ha= 100 and Re= 800 and therefore yields
a higher Strouhal number St = 0.1570. Remarkably, too, compared to the cases at
lower Ha (see the right part of figures 12c and 13c), the width of the vortex street
shrinks as the primary vortices are pushed closer to the rear face of the cylinder where
they roll up and shed. This feature was also observed experimentally in MHD non-
truncated circular cylinder wakes (Papailiou 1984; Frank et al. 2001) and numerically
in the MHD flow past a non-truncated square cylinder (Mück et al. 2000). It is due to
the increased pressure difference between the outer stream and the near-wake region,
which squeezes the vortex street closer to the centre plane.

The different vortex regimes at the onset of unsteadiness observed at these five
different values of Ha indicate that, when Ha is increased, the initially complex though
symmetric three-dimensional mechanism progressively evolves towards an asymmetric
Kármán vortex street. At Ha = 200, it is still not entirely stable and a low-frequency
oscillation of the wake is still present. In view of our findings, however, it is
reasonable to expect that the wake will become more stable at higher Ha, with the
spectra of CD and CL dominated by a single shedding frequency, and nearly spanwise
vortices.
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FIGURE 13. Results for Ha = 200 and Re = 1000 (N = 2.5): time history (left) and
frequency spectrum (right) of (a) total drag coefficient CD and (b) lift coefficient CL, where
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6. Flow coefficients

In the previous sections, we have described the flow dynamics in both the steady
and the unsteady regimes for the four sets of simulations performed at Ha = 10, 50,
100 and 200. We shall now analyse the evolutions of different flow coefficients with
Re and Ha and show how they reflect these dynamics.
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FIGURE 14. (a) Maximum value of the length Lw of the recirculation region and vortex
formation region versus Re and (b) spanwise distribution of Lw at fixed Re = 100 for
Ha= 10 (©), 50 (∗), 100 (O) and 200 (M).

6.1. Length of the recirculation regions

Figure 14(a) shows the variations of the maximum of the length Lw of the recirculation
regions at the rear of the cylinder for Ha= 10, 100 and 200. In the steady regime, Lw

is measured in the centre plane (y = 0) between the cylinder rear face and the point
where the streamwise velocity changes sign. In the unsteady one, the equivalent of
the recirculation regions is the region of formation of the vortices. Its downstream end
corresponds to the point where the root mean square fluctuations of the streamwise
velocity are maximal, as defined in Williamson (1996). For all Ha, max(Lw) increases
in the steady regime, and does so more steeply at lower Ha. The lengthening of the
recirculation regions occurs because of the viscous friction exerted on them by the
free stream through the free shear layers. Also, the curve max(Lw(Re)) is almost linear
at Ha = 200, as in MHD and non-MHD non-truncated cylinder wakes (Zdravkovich
1997; Dousset & Pothérat 2008), whereas it is clearly sublinear for Ha = 10. This
difference in behaviour reflects the fact that, at high Ha, the base vortices vanish
and the lateral free shear layers are stretched along the spanwise axis. This initiates
quasi-two-dimensional dynamics for the steady recirculation regions similar to those
observed in non-truncated cylinder wakes, which lengthen linearly with Re. For
the same reason, for Ha = 100 and 200, the onset of vortex shedding causes the
collapse of the steady recirculations and the subsequent shrinkage of the vortex
formation region, as in non-MHD non-truncated two- and three-dimensional cylinder
wakes (Zdravkovich 1997; Dousset & Pothérat 2008). By contrast, the complex three-
dimensional arrangement of structures that forms the steady recirculation region at
Ha = 10 results in a deformation of the vortex formation region with a maximum
elongation that continues to increase with Re in the unsteady regime.

Figure 14(b) shows the spanwise variations of Lw at a given Re = 100 for Ha = 10,
50, 100 and 200. For Ha = 10, two local peaks are detected: one close to the bottom
Hartmann wall and the other around the cylinder mid-span. Both peaks are increasing
with higher Re. On the one hand, at the bottom wall, the streamwise elongation of
the recirculation regions is driven by the base vortices depicted by green lines in
figure 7(c,d). These vortices strengthen as Re is higher, hence the increase of the
bottom peak. On the other hand, the presence and strengthening of the head vortex
as Re increases translates into the presence of the mid-span peak and its increase.
By contrast, as no base vortices are detected for Ha > 50, no peak is observed near
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FIGURE 15. (a) Pressure and (b) viscous drag coefficients versus Re/Ha for Ha= 50, 100
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the bottom duct wall. The length Lw still reaches a maximum elongation around the
cylinder mid-span, the increase of which is driven by the transverse vortex present at
the rear cylinder face (red lines in figure 7e,g). Also, the variations of Lw are smoothed
along the spanwise axis in the middle region of the cylinder as Ha is higher, owing to
the action of the Lorentz force, which stretches the spanwise vortices along the z-axis.

6.2. Drag coefficients
Since the obstacle is electrically insulating, the drag force is the sum of the
contributions of the pressure forces and that of the viscous forces. Accordingly,
one defines the pressure drag coefficient CDp and the viscous drag coefficient CDv,
replacing the total drag force Fx in (2.8) by the corresponding contribution. The
variations of their time-averaged values versus Re/Ha are shown in figure 15(a)
and 15(b), respectively. Both coefficients decrease in the steady regime. Owing
to the stretching of the recirculation regions, the adverse pressure gradient in the
cylinder near-wake is strengthened and therefore induces the decrease in CDp (see
e.g. Dousset & Pothérat 2008). Similarly, viscous forces are gradually outweighed
by inertia as Re is increased, hence the decrease in CDv. Remarkably though, the
drop of CDv is enhanced in the late stages of the steady regime. This is due to the
presence of spanwise secondary recirculations at the cylinder side faces (see blue
lines in figure 7g), which induce a local upstream streamwise flow at these faces and
subsequently add a negative contribution to CDv in the vicinity of these regions. This
effect is present in the non-MHD case too (Dousset & Pothérat 2010).

In the unsteady regime, CDv keeps on decreasing in all cases, while the drop in CDp

observed in the steady regime reverses to a slight increase for Ha 6 100. By contrast,
for Ha= 200, the drop in CDp is only steadied, as CDp hardly varies after the transition
to unsteadiness. Indeed, the sudden collapse of the steady recirculation regions after
the onset of vortex shedding induces a collapse of the adverse pressure gradient in
the cylinder near-wake. This effect is, however, counteracted by the pressure drop
due to friction at the Hartmann wall. The Hartmann friction is enhanced as Ha
is increased and outweighs the pressure variations induced by the dynamics of the
spanwise recirculation regions in the case Ha = 200 (see also Dousset & Pothérat
2008).

The important role taken by Hartmann friction can be understood by noticing
that the flow is more and more governed by two-dimensional dynamics when Ha
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is increased. This evolution is reflected in the shapes of vortices, as structures
become more and more quasi-two-dimensional, and more and more closely aligned
with the magnetic field. In purely quasi-two-dimensional MHD flows, the electric
current density outside the Hartmann layer drops by a factor Ha compared to that
in three-dimensional flows (Sommeria & Moreau 1982; Pothérat et al. 2000). As a
consequence, the Lorentz force is strongest in the Hartmann layers, where it is of
the order of the viscous friction, and so Hartmann friction takes the leading role.
This effect dictates the value 2Ha/Re of the pressure drop per unit of length in duct
flows and translates directly into the scalings for CDp and CDv: because of the lower
current density, the ratio between the Lorentz force and inertia in the core is not
given by N any more but by N/Ha = Ha/Re = R−1, the inverse of the Reynolds
number based on the thickness of the laminar Hartmann layer. Indeed, for Ha > 50,
the curves CDp(R) and CDv(R) already collapse reasonably well into single ones when
Re/Ha< 1. These scalings therefore confirm that, even at such moderate values of Ha,
quasi-two-dimensional dynamics play a leading role, albeit not an exclusive one.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have characterized the different regimes of the flow around a

truncated square cylinder in a rectangular duct when a homogeneous magnetic field of
weak to moderate intensity was applied in the spanwise direction. We found that the
Lorentz force acted either directly or indirectly. Its most immediate effect was to turn
the non-MHD paraboloid flow profile at the inlet into one with nearly constant velocity
across the duct cross-section. At low Reynolds numbers, the most distinctive feature
of the MHD flow around the three-dimensional obstacle is Hunt’s wake, theoretically
predicted by Hunt & Ludford (1968) and which we have observed numerically for
the first time. This phenomenon is caused by the very strong electromagnetic damping
that takes place in the region just above the cylinder, and in the limit N→∞, it is
characterized by a region of still fluid between the top of the cylinder and the upper
duct wall, around which the flow is diverted as if a physical obstacle were present
there.

As expected, the action of the Lorentz force on the cylinder near-wake is essentially
one of damping. Indeed, when inspecting the different steady regimes that exist just
before unsteadiness at increasing values of Ha, we found that the complex assembly of
three-dimensional structures that characterized the non-MHD wake was progressively
destroyed, as these structures were damped one after the other. Most interestingly
though, the damping mechanisms at play were more subtle than the sole damping of
isolated vortical structures: a great deal of the physical effects we found act more
indirectly. The horseshoe pattern went first, as the bottom wall boundary layer became
a very stable Hartmann layer, thus shutting down the instability it fed on. Then,
the base vortices were not only directly damped but also severed from their feeding
stream, as the lateral free shear layers reached out closer to the bottom wall. Finally,
the head vortex was first severed from its lateral feeding streams too but ended up
being reinforced by the incoming stream above the cylinder tip. This indirect effect
occurred because strong electromagnetic damping above the cylinder tip took away the
incoming kinetic energy there to redirect the flow downwards.

One of the most interesting conclusions that can be drawn from this work is that
the effect of the Lorentz force at the onset of vortex shedding cannot be simply
categorized as being stabilizing or destabilizing. On the one hand, the critical Reynolds
number for the appearance of unsteadiness seems to increase monotonically with Ha,
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so the Lorentz force can be said to stabilize the steady flow. On the other hand,
the Lorentz force tends to make the flow more two-dimensional. In the process, the
well-ordered, periodic shedding of three-dimensional hairpin vortices at Ha = 0 is
replaced by a much more chaotic aggregate of structures at small Hartmann numbers.
In these regimes, the shedding mechanism mainly involves the rolling up of the lateral
free shear layers, as in the traditional Kármán street observed behind two-dimensional
obstacles. Only at higher values of Ha does the Lorentz force exhibit stabilizing
properties again, as secondary modes are removed and the flow converges towards an
exclusively asymmetric, periodic Kármán vortex street that spans the obstacle height.

The situation of flows at higher Hartmann number remains an open question. In
our calculations, the Hartmann number and the interaction parameters were not high
enough in the unsteady regime to observe a fully quasi-two-dimensional flow as we
did behind a two-dimensional obstacle in Dousset & Pothérat (2008). One would
expect this to happen for the three-dimensional obstacle in regimes where the two-
dimensionalization time of large structures, ρ/((σB2)d2/h2), is much larger than their
turnover time of the order of U0/d. Whether in such regimes, the ghost obstacle from
Hunt’s wake can be stable enough for vortices to shed over the whole duct height,
as if the obstacle really was two-dimensional is, for the time being, still open for
discussion.

Supplementary movies are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2011.478.
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